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Cardinal Suenens's timely book Love and Control has been widely discussed since its 1961 publication. At Cena conferences in various cities, the priest, married couple, and doctor comprising the speaking team, have reiterated and elaborated upon the Cardinal's statements regarding sexual control practice in love-making during times of periodic continence. He writes:

We have already said that periodic continence does not mean living as brother and sister—it allows a couple the full range of physical intimacy, as we have pointed out, as long as they do not reach the terminus reflex, whose absence will mean that these intimacies will play a greater role than ordinarily. The "all or nothing" attitude has nothing to do with this question and we falsify the human and Christian solution by putting a couple in the position where they are faced with this dilemma—either completely terminated intercourse or nothing.

The degree of expression of their love will depend upon how successful they have been in developing self-control.

This statement has been interpreted by some as moral approval of all degrees of sexual foreplay, vag-
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...and possibly congestive vesiculoperitonitis. In the wife the pelvic congestion syndrome (Taylor's syndrome) may occur. It corresponds to the engagement pelvis of the young girl "brought about by frequent petting without release." It is the off-repeated failure of these internal pelvic organs to disengage properly at the termination of the sex act which may contribute heavily to the genesis of this syndrome. Symptoms include dysmenorrhea, irritability, pre-menstrual tension, excessive vaginal discharge, fatigue, and possibly a characteristic dream pattern ("just too late—just short of").

The long term physical effects of repeated frustrations of autonomic nervous system mechanisms normally terminated by orgasm are not known. However, in view of blood pressure and cardiac rate elevations and vagotonic effects upon gastrointestinal motility and gastric secretions, the possible provocative effects toward circulatory (e.g. hypertension) and gastrointestinal (e.g. peptic ulcer) derangements must be considered.

Regarding possible adverse psychic effects from such practice, Freud has stated:6

"I found that outbreaks of anxiety and a general state of anxiety preparedness were produced by certain sexual practices such as coitus interruptus or undischarged sexual excitement." This principle is still acknowledged by psychiatrists.

CONCLUSION

I do not wish to indicate that physical or psychic disturbances would result from the occasional practice of such sexual brinkmanship or that moral approval of all degrees of sexual foreplay is morally permissible, but the frequent habitual indulgence in such practice seems unwise. Here is a situation in which a morally acceptable sexual activity may carry with it possible pathophysiologic and psychologic disturbances if habitually practiced.

[Editor's note: Because of the theological complexities of the question raised by Dr. Clarke, we asked Fr. John J. Lynch, S.J., one of our moral consultants, to comment briefly from a moral theologian's point of view. His discussion follows, p. 336.]
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